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Kwanalu President
by Peter-John Hassard

Honored guests, fellow farmers, ladies, and gentlemen.
The past year has been very difficult, to put it mildly. We had to deal with the
Covid19 pandemic, the Foot and Mouth outbreak, bird flu and the looting and
destroying of towns and infrastructure in KZN.  This is only to mention a few issues
we have dealt with; there are many more areas where Kwanalu has risen above
everyone and did excellent work for our agricultural sector. We have learnt how to
use Zoom, Teams and to participate in webinars due to Covid. Hopefully by the time
our congress date arrives we will be able to sit face to face and discuss agricultural
issues together.

A very well-known businessperson, Richard Branson, once said: “Tough times are inevitable in life and
in business. But how you compose yourself during those times defines your spirit and will define your
future.” As I said in the beginning, this past year has been a difficult one, but the way in which our
farmers in KZN have reacted to all the problems has been absolutely amazing.

Normally we would worry about rain, input prices, wages, goods prices, supply and demand for our
products. The red meat industry as well as the poultry industry took a huge financial knock after the
outbreak of foot and mouth and bird flu in our province. Then came the looting. Roads were closed
and products for all commodities could not be moved anywhere. Milk was thrown away, timber and
sugarcane burnt, eggs could not be delivered, just to mention a very small number of challenges that
our farmers faced. But still not one of you gave up. Every single farmer stood up and looked at the
mountain before them and said: “How are we going to climb this one?” We all took the lead and wanted
to fix KZN.Well done to our agricultural sector.

The Kwanalu office has worked tirelessly sending out new movement regulations as they were
published during Covid. Freddie Van Tonder, our head of safety and security, has spent many hours on
the road going to farmers to help where he could. Sadly, we did lose some of our farmers this past year
due to farm attacks. May they rest in peace.
John Flanagan headed up our land desk and has done very good work during the past year. Lindelwa
Ndaba  – development.

To Sandy, where do I start!  Is there anything you did not do? From sending out movement permits, to
fighting with me on the JOC for Foot and Mouth, working 26 hours in a 24 hour day during the looting,
always keeping our organization a step ahead of everyone else. Thank you from all members for
always placing Kwanalu first on your agenda.
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From me personally thank you for helping me through this past year. It has been a huge learning
curve from my side.  We have handled lots of challenges and I can honestly say we as Kwanalu have
come out on top.

To the board, thank you for your valued input at all times. You have all helped me through my first
year as president. We are all different and didn’t always agree with each other, but I can honestly say
we all had a common goal – Kwanalu must be the best.

To Andy Buchan, my one vice president, for your phone calls, just asking: “Captain, how are you doing
today and what do you need me to do?” or just to say, keep up the good work you are the right
person for the job”, when I was doubting myself. A huge thank you, I don’t always think you know
how much it meant to me.

To Phenias, thank you for your calm way of handling certain situations. I have learnt a lot from you
and for the sound advice I will always be indebted to you. Ngiyabonga Baba.

To the leaders in our province, the advisory council, chairmen, vice chairmen and secretaries, thank
you for your valued leadership in the province. You all were available to sit in on Zoom meetings with
Sandy to discuss problems in your areas. I would like to encourage you to have a look around your
areas and tell those members that are not on board the Kwanalu ship they need to make a plan or
they will be left behind. Together we are much stronger. Thank you for the messages, voice notes and
calls just to give me an update of your area or problem.

I would like to end off with a quote from one of our former presidents, Mr. Nelson Mandela. He said:
“When people are determined they can overcome anything.” We never know what the next hurdle is
going to be, but may we continue to be determined because the future of agriculture depends on us.
Thank you to all our farmers, commercial or small scale. Without all of you this province would not be
what it is. There is never a challenge too big for any of you. Well done.
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Kwanalu CEO
by Sandy La Marque 

Dealing with COVID-19, the floods in Umfolozi, Foot and Mouth Disease outbreak,
expropriation without compensation, the attack on Section 25 of the constitution,
and the unrest that brought our province to its knees are just amongst a few
challenges we have faced this year. 

What we have seen however is how strong and resilient our sector is. Our members
have risen to the challenges faced and emerged “stronger together”. Under the
banner of Kwanalu, our members united across geographic areas, commodity
interests and other, the collective voice of Kwanalu has rung out and the value of
Kwanalu has echoed around this country informing and driving our activities. 

Land and Agricultural development 
Commercial policy 
Natural resources
Labour and social investment 
Safety and security 
Image and PR 

Be Informed – basing operations on a legal, economical and factually sound foundation 
Have Integrity – acting and ensuring Kwanalu is seen as credible, relevant and integrated 
Be Socially and Morally Responsible – setting an example 
Be Professional – ensuring we are progressive and up to date (modern) 

Throughout this year the Kwanalu Board and Advisory Council have addressed key issues for the
benefit of members. In December 2020 the Kwanalu Board took a strategic deep dive into the
importance of Kwanalu and its service delivery. What has emerged is that Kwanalu needs to focus on
its actions. These include lobby, advocacy, communication, education, facilitation, negotiation,
information and to grow trust and loyalty. This approach ensures that we are collectively focused on six
key areas:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The set of principles that guides Kwanalu has without a doubt ensured that Kwanalu is recognized as a
key stakeholder in the sector, and we are well informed, and our considered inputs are sought out.

With our set of principles guiding the organization, we have systematically addressed the issues
brought to our attention by members, listened carefully and found the best approach to address them. 

The strategic focus of Kwanalu is to provide leadership on rural and agricultural issues.  
With emphasis on all aspects pertaining to economic sustainability, security, risk management, rural
development, and land tenure. 
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Significant inputs to legislation have taken place. The most important being the process with regards to
the Amendment of the Constitution of South Africa and specifically section 25 and the expropriation
bill. Kwanalu’s submissions have been referenced in various documents and note has been taken of
the inputs. Kwanalu has been emphatic in its position on property rights and has categorically stated
the mandate as adopted by members that Kwanalu will not negotiate or give away the rights including
property rights of its members. The Kwanalu Congress remains the highest authority and mandates
are taken by the members for the members. 

As an organization, we ensure that we are well informed on all matters. This is through conducting
numerous surveys with members, undertaking research and constantly engaging with members and
key stakeholders. 

We have adopted a very strategic approach through establishing “desks”. Each desk has clear aims and
objectives. This year the desks have scaled up their activities ensuring that the interests of members
are addressed at the highest levels.

Kwanalu has taken its activities to the next level and it is most pleasing to see the positive outcome
through the membership numbers, level of engagement, response to surveys and appreciation for the
communications that take place. 

The Kwanalu Board, and in particular the executive, have given up a lot of their farming time to attend
to the interests of the farmers across this province. The advisory council provides strategic inputs and
at each meeting discusses key strategic matters. 

I would like to take the opportunity to thank the Kwanalu Board, Advisory Council and staff for their
unwavering commitment and dedication to the farmers of KwaZulu-Natal. Kwanalu is gaining in
strength and is here to stay. United we are, UNITED WE CAN! 
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Kwanalu Security Desk
by Freddie van Tonder

It is a privilege and indeed a responsibility to drive the KWANALU’s security desk on
behalf of the Board, its members and the farming communities in addressing
safety and security matters and to provide support and assist with relevant
legislation. Our objective is to render a professional service to members aligned to
Kwanalu. Assist in solving problematic matters, liaise with relevant state institutions
and other stake holders and set up and facilitate constructive meetings to address
related matters effectively.  

May I use the opportunity to mention and express my appreciation towards my predecessor Koos
Marais. During his tenure as security desk manager, he rendered outstanding service and was well
respected amongst the members, farmers and the farming communities within our Province. I was
fortunate to engage with Koos over the years, addressing and assisting on matters of concern by our
members, farmers and their associations. May he enjoy his retirement with health and prosperity.

The past year has been challenging in terms of the Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic has no
prejudice and has had a severe impact on service delivery by state institutions due to citizens
contracting the disease and many have succumbed as a result. Court proceedings were cancelled, and
cases remanded for lengthy periods.  State Departments had to be closed at times due to members
infected with the virus which resulted in loss of work force. The monthly Provincial Rural safety
meetings, which are scheduled for every month, were cancelled for the same reason. This forum is an
important platform where rural safety matters in the province are being tabled and discussed with
Senior Officers within the SAPS responsible for rural safety in their respective area. This brought about
creative thinking and a new way of communication by way of virtual meetings, this however, is at most
not effective and ideal. The difficulties that have been experienced by state structures is the lack in
engaging and assisting farmers and association’s in addressing matters of concern. It is therefore
important that individuals and communities take a collective approach on behalf of their citizens and
society at large, where state institutions have failed in the execution of law-and-order communities
innovative thinking and approach in dealing with matters will play an important role to find workable
solutions.  

The Kwanalu Security Desk is aware of the security vacuum as far as rural safety is concerned. The
National Rural Safety Plan is a comprehensive document dealing extensively with rural safety and
security related matters. This office has had numerous meetings with the SAPS discussing the
implementation of the plan at station level in accordance with National instructions. The security Desk
will continue to engage with all stakeholders in this regard to ensure an effective implementation of
the plan across the province. 
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The strategy would be to identify and assess high risk areas and factors that pose a threat on safety
and security to our members or a farming community. Once a threat analysis had been conducted
and the threat identified, members will be guided on specific legislation in order to institute pro-active
measures in addressing their safety and security. 

Land expropriation.
Land reform.
Wage disputes.
Labour tenants\Occupiers.
Stray livestock\impoundment of cattle.
Illegal hunting with dogs.
Trading on farms.
No or poor security measures.

The senseless, shameless and violent attacks on farmers, their families and farm workers are a serious
threat to security among all farmers and agricultural communities. The Firearm Amendment Bill,
including the proposal to omit self-defence as a motivation is of serious concern. This proposed
amendment is an attempt to disarm law- abiding citizens. It is of utmost importance that our farmers
legally possess a firearm for self-protection in term of Section 49 of the Criminal Procedure Act [Act 51
of 1977].

Possible risk factors on our safety and security.

Individual security is of utmost importance. We need to ensure greater co-ordination with all
stakeholders. Association’s should seek to work with all safety and security stakeholders in keeping
them accountable. The Do-It yourself way in addressing matters threatening security could in many
instances spark violent reactions.

We cannot predict the future but a positive attitude, for which our farmers are known for, is the key to
our existence.

Hope fuels the desire to look towards the future, let’s not lose hope. Raise the level from hope to faith
and faith will turn into reality.

Be vigilant and keep safe. 
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Kwanalu Land Desk
by John Flanagan

The Kwanalu Land Desk, established in January 2020, has had a tumultuous launch
given the national and provincial issues which have come to the fore during the last
20 months. The advent of the Covid-19 epidemic, the Expropriation Act, the
Expropriation Bill, and the establishment of the Office of the Special Master of
Labour Tenant Claims, all followed by the KZN unrest have ensured that the desk is
not without action! The responsive action to policy, process and land issues
universally has dominated the picture over the last year with the more pro-active
partnership and development focus of the desk at times being somewhat
neglected. The responsive action has however been fruitful.

The policy contributions on the proposed changes to the constitution were delivered in two spheres,
that of AgriSA as well as an individual Kwanalu submission. A wide range of issues raised were
materially considered and have been specifically included in the parliamentary report on
contributions received by the ad hoc committee. The process and drafting of the changes to the
constitution as well as contributions to the Expropriation Bill are still in progress and we will be
keeping a close eye on these.

The establishment of the office of the special master of labour tenant claims held lots of promise for
Kwanalu members with occupiers who have labour tenant claims on their property as the office has a
very forward-thinking, solutions focused view of the challenges. The limitations we have found tend to
still revolve around the lack of capacity and will within the district land reform offices which still have
to put the rubber on the road in any proposed solutions. It’s hoped that as the SMLT office gets
greater capacity and becomes fully operational, that it will provide a level of accountability around the
processes which are limiting progress at present.

An emerging space with the land desk has been a focus on farmer profitability. This emerged in 2020
as a high priority on many surveys of feedback from farmers. Kwanalu has engaged a digital partner
for the development of a Kwanalu cell phone application to enhance farmers’ trading ability as well as
unlocked a number of free services through PUM who represent a pool of specialist international
consultants. To date the PUM relationship has yielded significant value, and it is expected that this will
continue.
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Kwanalu Development Desk
by Lindelwa Ndaba

COVID has had a negative impact on how the Development desk has been run as
there has been little contact with farmers. We have had to sit down and rethink on
how we will keep in touch and provide services needed by our members. WhatsApp
has been a great tool which has assisted us in keeping touch with our members. We
have formed a WhatsApp group that encourages interactions between farmers who
farm the same enterprise and are in the same district areas. This idea came to
promote peer learning and to assist members with having the Development desk
officer a click away. Sharing of videos, pictures and posters will be used as means of
information sharing.

Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) workshops were conducted in Muden, Nsuze, Tugela Ferry and
Estcourt with livestock, grain, and vegetable production farmers. The workshops conducted were
aimed at finding historic information on how farmers used to order inputs, how they produce for their
markets and lastly how they get their produce to the market. We also looked at the challenges these
farmers faced in their production line and how a union such as Kwanalu would assist them in
overcoming these.

The PRA workshops were conducted in conjunction with a development desk questionnaire that
assisted the desk to identify common goals which farmers have and to give an indication on how
Kwanalu would be able to link farmers with services that would help assist growing their enterprises by
linking them to commodity and business partners which would give tangible benefits when becoming
members of Kwanalu.

A Service bundle that will bring a tangible service whilst enhancing and developing skills to our
members has been developed. For the desk to execute this plan we are excited to announce the
appointment of Livelife that have developed an app where members can order inputs at discounted
rates from our business and commodity partners. The Development desk is now busy with a draft
Bundle launch to go along with the Livelife app. We have had extensive engagements with Vodacom on
possible enterprise support and are still in talks with our partners to present and attain a
memorandum of understanding from them.

Despite COVID, we have managed to reach farmers in seven out of eleven districts namely Harry
Gwala, Umzinyathi, Umzinyathi and Zululand just to name a few. We have presented The Service
Bundle to farmers and have engaged with challenges which they face and have started working on
finding possible solutions for one of our first pilot areas in Makhathini in these areas, but we have
struggled to get buy in from farmers. We have had to sit and rethink of a strategy which we could use
to get their buy in.
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Kwanalu Public Relations Desk
by Cindy Kidger

The Public Relations campaign is now its sixth year, and the longevity of the campaign is evident in
the continued growth and influence of the social and digital media platforms, the trust and credibility
garnered in the traditional media space, and the progress of the communications role of the desk.

Drive value of Kwanalu to current and potential members, to government, industry stakeholders
and the public.
To communicate the value of organized agriculture and strength lying in numbers.
Value of membership fees through showcasing and driving home what Kwanalu does for
members (and potential members), highlighting the ROI for members.
Showcase work of Kwanalu at government level, establishing Kwanalu as a thought-leader and as
a credible voice of agriculture in the province
Place the spotlight on farmers as the backbone of the SA economy

The objectives of the 2020/ 2021 campaigns have been/are to:

The COVID-19 pandemic of the past 18 months and then the civil unrest in July this year, have
inadvertently placed a spotlight on agriculture and more specifically the undeniably vital role our
farmers play in the economy of South Africa. 

The role of the PR desk includes and has focused on the following avenues for promoting agriculture
and Kwanalu during the past year:
Traditional media ~ communicating with the media via press releases and images about industry
issues, Kwanalu wins and general PR for farmers, members and Kwanalu, commenting on topical
issues, responding to media questions, and assisting Sandy with commenting and responding to
these questions and enquiries.
Radio/ TV ~ pitching interviews on topical issues, setting up interviews for Sandy, PJ and other
executive members.

Social media (Facebook/ Instagram/ Twitter) ~ regular, consistent messaging with posts based on the
2020/21 campaign objectives. The management and implementation of a targeted social media
advertising campaign to grow the platforms with the objective of changing and/ or managing
perceptions in/of the industry.
Instant messaging (WhatsApp) ~ reaching the farmer “at his/her place of work”. Keeping members
updated with important information while not necessarily at his/ her desk/ on email.
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Website ~ building the Kwanalu website as a credible source of all agricultural sector news. Driving of
all social media posts, social media adverts, newsletter articles and WhatsApp messages to the
website to grow Kwanalu’s digital media footprint.
Newsletters ~ regular content with a balance between hard and soft news of issues affecting all
members, with the objective of building a “community” and sense of belonging and pride
Webinars ~ in place of in-person events, assisting Sandy and Land, Security and Development Desks
with hosting of digital webinars/ events
Monitoring and evaluation ~ the monitoring, evaluation and understanding of the reach of all PR
Desk activities. One of the many advances of the digital shift is that the monitoring of all activities is
possible providing us with an accurate understanding of the ROI of the Desk’s activities.

The direct value of media articles, interviews and TV and radio broadcasts achieved during the past
year is R 8 038 432,98 with a PR value (the value the perception the articles achieve) sitting at R 24
115 298,94.
There were 126 newspaper and magazine (print) articles, 195 digital media articles and 48 TV and
radio broadcasts featuring Kwanalu during the past year.
The Kwanalu Facebook page had a growth of 5885, and currently has over 41000 friends, the
Instagram page, which was only introduced at the beginning of 2020, saw a growth of 538 and
currently has 2383 followers. The Twitter page saw a growth of 323 followers and currently sits at just
over 1700 followers.

Digital media “foot” traffic from the above three social media platforms saw over 3700 people visiting
the Kwanalu website after following links on a social media post.
11 newsletters were sent to members in the year period, which saw 13885 opens and 1081 clicks
through to articles on the website.

We reintroduced WhatsApp as the instant messaging option in December 2020 taking over from
Telegram. There are currently 1924 members on the WhatsApp broadcast. 278 messages have been
sent to the members resulting in 8862 clicks through to the website with members wanting to read
more/ on further/ additional articles and information of interest.
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KZN Cotton Growers Association
by Dreyer Senekal

Past Season - 2019/20:
The final SA cotton crop for the 2019/20 production realised just over 138 000 bales, about 37% lower
than the previous year. The main reasons for the decline can be attributed to unfavourable weather
conditions that prevailed before and after planting, insufficient seed availability and internal
challenges experienced by certain ginners that caused late payment to farmers. Expectations were
that the decline should be short-lived and that a recovery could be expected at the beginning of the
2020/21 season. 

The estimated production for the KwaZulu-Natal region was roughly 4 250 lint bales. This originated
from 668 irrigated hectares and 600 dryland hectares planted. The region’s smallholder cotton
production, cultivated by approximately 377 farmers, represented almost 0.6% of the total estimated
national crop for this season. 

Current Season – 2020/21:
The latest SA cotton crop forecast for 2020/21 is 78 500 bales (down 43% y/y). Again, the main reasons
for the decline can be attributed to unfavourable weather conditions that prevailed before and after
planting, delayed access to funding and higher relative prices of competing crops. Late payments to
farmers during the previous season also impacted negatively on this year’s plantings. Huge efforts are
currently in place to address this matter in the 2021/22 marketing season. These include, amongst
others, the direct purchasing of cotton from the smallholder cotton farmers by Mr Dreyer Senekal.
This ensures immediate payment to the farmers as they deliver.

The total production for the KwaZulu-Natal region is estimated at 3 152 lint bales (which is about 4% of
the national production). This originated from 528 irrigated hectares and 150 dryland hectares
planted. 

About 105 farmers produced the region’s smallholder production of approximately 435 lint bales. It
represents approximately 36% of the total smallholder production and about 0.6% of the total
estimated national production. The production is harvested from 40 irrigated hectares and 150
dryland hectares planted. 

Two research trials were conducted in the Makhathini area during this season; these include a growth
regulator trial and a glyphosate tolerance trial. Results are available on request.
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Conclusion:
Smallholder cotton production in SA has not shown growth over the last decade and their production
curve has flattened over time. Yields remain low due to the lack of proper skills and timely access to
inputs to sustain profitably. The greater problem remains access to finance. Until black farmers are
entitled to privately own land to serve as collateral for production loans, it remains a challenge. 
Cotton SA has approved a Strategic Plan to grow smallholder cotton farmers, aiming at developing
them to contribute 20% of the national crop by 2026. This target will only be reached with strong
partnerships with the private and public sectors.

A fund application has also been submitted to SAB to consider funding towards upgrades required at
the Ubongwa Cotton Gin and funds for seeds in the 2021/22 season.
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Macadamias South Africa (SAMAC)
by Lizel Pretorius

SAMAC’s vision is to provide inspirational and innovative leadership to an all-inclusive and aligned
South African Macadamia Industry, which through the power of the collective, is built on broad based
research, market development and stakeholders engagements.

Hectares planted
The latest tree sales data from nurseries and growers who propagate their own trees shows that the
macadamia industry is growing rapidly. In 2020 the Southern African macadamia industry planted 5
351 new hectares. Taking into account the number of trees sold from 1999 in South Africa, there are
approximately 50 133 established hectares.

Production 
The 2020 South African macadamia crop was not as promising as the 2019 crop. The 2020 crop was 48
925 tons inshell macadamias (measured at 1.5% moisture content). 
The reduction is due to climate change as well as specifically adverse conditions during flowering and
early nut development, mature orchards, insects and diseases. 

Crop forecast 2021
SAMAC’s crop estimate survey among handlers and processors for the 2021 season predicts 57 834
tons of nut in shell (measured at 1.5% moisture content). This would be 19.4% higher than the 2020
crop.

Future outlook
Research continues to be a key focus area for SAMAC in order to assist growers to increase their
productivity by limiting losses associated with pests and diseases and improving their management
practices for increased yields and quality. SAMAC’s research portfolio is evenly spread between crop
production and crop protection in terms of spend. 

SAMAC is also busy developing a research project on the orchard of the future, by identifying how the
future orchards should look like, what will be needed to implement this, and then systematically
starting to develop, optimise and evaluate these practically in trial orchards. These projects and
orchards will act as technology incubators and provide a platform where growers and technical
consultants can investigate unchartered territories together, learn and innovate for the benefit of the
whole industry

SAMAC together with the Australian Macadamia Society is in the final stage to establish the World
Macadamia Organisation (WMO). Singapore has been identified as the most tax efficient country
where the WMO will be incorporated in August 2021. Our first non-origin campaign to increase
consumer demand will be taking place in China during November/December 2021. The rest of the
demand creation strategy in other segments and markets will take place in 2022 and 2023.
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Forestry South Africa
by Francois Oberholzer, Operations Manager, FSA

Timber sales have declined for a sixth consecutive year. This was not surprising with the impact of the
Covid pandemic. The total tonnage recorded in 2020 was 11 640 000t, down 23.4% on budget, and
14.6% lower year on year. In comparison to 2019, the sale of poles showed the biggest decrease in the
period 2019-2020, dropping 24.5%. This was followed by the sale of sawlogs, decreasing 17.1% and
pulpwood sales decreasing 13.2%. Mining Timber showed the smallest decline in 2020, decreasing
11.5%. In terms of genera, wattle sales decreased the most by 22.2 %, eucalypt sales decreased by
15.5%, and softwoods decreased by 11.5%. 

FSA’s inclusion in the PPGI has proven to be invaluable with the onset of Covid, right through 2020.
This resulted in the Sector being declared an essential sector and enabled the continuation of
production during the lockdown period. Although the Sector experienced reduced production due to
the pandemic and associated levels of lockdown, the Sector is proud not to have shed any jobs.
Through the PPGI, the Sector actually created an additional 3000 jobs and invested R 10.2 billion.

Underpinned by the PPGI, the Department of Trade, Industry and Competition (DTIC) initiated the
development of the Sector Masterplan, working together with the Department of Forestry, Fisheries
and the Environment (DFFE), Sector representatives, organised labour and relevant Government
Departments and stakeholders. The Forestry Sector was one of the first to complete and have the
Masterplan approved by Cabinet towards the end of 2020. The President referred to in his address to
the Joint Sitting of Parliament and again during the 3rd International Investment Conference. We
believe the Master Plan will not be just another “plan” but, along with its Implementation Plan and
Monitoring and Evaluation framework, will result in action through a map for government and the
private sector to take forestry forward collectively.
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SA Canegrowers
by Thomas Funke

SA Canegrowers has been hard at work in the sugar industry representing the interests of all
sugarcane growers at industry level and in government. SA Canegrowers has thousands of small-scale
growers and hundreds of commercial growers as members of its organization. 

The main activity of the 2020 year was start of the sugarcane value chain masterplan and the
participation therein. The masterplan is aimed at saving the sugar industry from its crisis and its
approach is to deal with the crisis from a short-term and longer-term perspectives. These range from
restoring the local market demand for SA sugar to crop and product diversification as well as an
industry restructuring process. Time will tell what the Sugarcane Value Chain Masterplan will hold but
in general the organization is positive about the process being followed. 

On the ground, SA Canegrowers has been working actively with Kwanalu to ensure that the various
challenges and issues that growers face are dealt with quickly and effectively. These have been
widespread and extremely diverse in nature. We thank Kwanalu for its efficient and professional
manner in which they have dealt with each one of these issues. 

SA Canegrowers will continue to work with Kwanalu on the various issues and challenges that may
come our way in future. 
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KZN Poultry Institute
by Bryn Reese-Edwards

Closure or temporary closure of key markets/customers (restaurant, catering chains)
Disruption of standard market dynamics with regard to all aspects of the logistics value chain,
resulting in unpredictable lead times, this is especially deleterious with short shelf-life products
such as fresh chicken.
Disrupted transport cycles to abattoirs have resulted in birds backing up on farms, with
consequent added costs of feed consumption. Movement of eggs from producers to packing
operations has been at time severely disrupted as has movement of packed product to end users
or retail customers, these have all generated additional costs which in many cases is borne by the
producer/ packager.
 As “price takers” many producers have had extremely onerous pricing levels to cope with as
retailers seek to maintain or maximise their profitability during this uncertain time.
 This has forced many producers to carefully evaluate their operational and cost structures with a
view to maximising the most efficient operational practises.
 Lockdown regulations have lead to extremely challenging times for providers of training to the
industry, as traditional face to face training and learning has become at times impossible; this has
however lead to a small number of providers creatively developing online course offerings which
have enabled employers and individuals to use this time to maintain an investment in their training
strategy, and has provided an avenue for individuals and groups from many parts of Africa to
access learning material and leading facilitators.
 The industry has despite all this proved to be rather resilient and will be able to emerge from this
Pandemic induced scenario leaner, but stronger than before.

The past period for the Poultry Industry has been, as with virtually all agricultural sectors extremely
challenging.

Covid 19 and associated lockdowns, plus a bewildering array of (sometimes confusing) regulations
have had some of the following effects.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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 Natal and EG Wool Growers Association 
 by Dr. A. Shephard

The wool industry has made tremendous progress in the last year with the establishment of the
Sustainable Cape Wools Standard. This benchmark audit standard is now recognized internationally
and has led to partnerships with textile and garment manufactures in Europe. 

This audit system which service both commercial and communal farmers, has also led to a partnership
with Norway. These partnerships will ensure that export of wool can continue and that prices
remained stable. Export of wool has many challenges – disease outbreaks like the Foot and Mouth,
lockdowns making auctions difficult and reduce service delivery at our harbors are all ongoing
challenges. The last year has led to all industry players working more closely together, farmers through
the NWGA, brokers, auctioneers and buyers, to keep our industry moving forward.  The NWGA is also
now represented on the Wool Value Chain Round Table. This group is part of the government
agriculture master plan and it is aimed at helping industries with exports, accessing more markets and
increasing volumes to existing markets. 

Our National Congress took place last week and Billy Van Zyl has been elected as new national
chairman with HB van der Walt as vice. The congress which was hosted both in person and virtual,
focused on implementing the Sustainable Cape Wools standard both commercially and in communal
areas, bio-security and disease control and strengthening the cooperation between farmers, brokers
and buyers. Thank you to all our members for your continuous support and growing our industry. 
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KZN Milk Producers Organisation 
by Luke Gibbs

There has been a decline in milk production in South Africa and KZN over the last calendar year. The
total raw milk purchased for January through to December 2020 was 3,427 billion litres which was 0,16
% lower than the corresponding period in 2019. The KZN MPO initiative to encourage members to
donate 1% of their milk production for a month had a massive impact on alleviating hunger during
lockdown and did not go unnoticed. 

A major factor contributing to the decrease was the uncertainty during 2020 over the impact of COVID-
19 on the demand for raw milk and dairy products in general. In addition, trading conditions
particularly on the input side were difficult given the impact of lockdown on the country. 
As demand for dairy products and the future estimates of demand for raw milk began to emerge
during the latter half of 2020, upward pressure on farm gate prices started to occur with a justified
stimulation of milk production through price increases that were gradually implemented during late
summer and the early part of 2021. 

Furthermore, the unanticipated sharp increases with regard to the price of maize and soya in the
second half of 2020 also impacted production as cost to price ratios of feed to milk became
progressively more unfavorable. This situation has continued and largely eroded the positive impact of
the increase in the prices of raw milk which took place.

The trend towards higher production in the pasture-based areas has continued. Even though KZN had
a good season for milk production, with rainfall and temperatures far more conducive to production
than has been experienced in the past, milk production did not increase as would have been expected.
Nationally, cumulative unprocessed milk production for 2021 up to end April was 1008 million liters,
indicating a decline of 3,65% in comparison to 2020 and 2,88% less than 2019. 

The number of milk producers in South Africa has declined from 1 164 to 1 053 over the reporting
period. This represents a decline in dairy farmers in South Africa by 111 or approximately 10%. Of the
remaining 1 053 producers 207 of them are based in KZN. As of October 2020, KZN accounted for 27%
of total milk production in South Africa. On the positive front, it is exciting that processing capacity in
KZN continues to improve with Orange Grove almost in full swing and Clover’s expansion in Durban.
KZN dairy farmers still face continued structural challenges in the industry and remain price takers in
general. Government regulated price increases on electricity, wages, fuel and chemicals remain above
inflation. The policy landscape remains problematic for on farm investor confidence.
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Grain SA
by Nico Vermaak

Monitoring input costs, given international movements and trends.
Removing import tariffs on inputs.
Coordinating international and local research to promote production.
Gathering and distributing market information to make better marketing decisions. 
This includes: ad hoc reports, daily market reports, making of videos, collaborating with the Bureau
for Food and Agricultural Policy (BFAP) and making presentations at farmer days, as well as
consultation with the government regarding the regulatory environment to ensure that the local
market is promoted and new export markets are created.

Grain SA has invested considerable time in promoting the industry and facilitating transparency by:

Grain SA, in collaboration with the BFAP, is establishing a local benchmark system to improve efficiency,
but also to be able to measure more accurately per hectare against international standards.

To further expand price monitoring, Grain SA approached the University of the Free State to help it to
contact producers to obtain agrochemical prices in particular. This information will contribute to
making the input market even more transparent to members.

Markets:
In the reporting period the organisation also spent considerable time on gaining access to the Chinese
market to export soybeans. A delegation from the Chinese government to South Africa was hosted in
order to get the necessary regulations in place. The draft protocol for exporting soybeans to China has
been completed and is ready to be signed.

As the import and trading of wheat remain a focus point to Grain SA, several discussions were held with
the relevant government departments on the fair operation of the quota and tariff systems. The
implementation dates in particular are causing major problems.

Considerable time is spent on getting the current system to work more effectively on the one hand and
proposing an alternative import tariff system on the other hand. The intentions for importing and
exporting wheat continue to be a priority and Grain SA remains involved in the
Wheat Forum in order to allow these goals to be achieved within the current system. This also applies
to intentions regarding the import and export of oilseeds.

Grain SA was relatively involved in discussions on free-trade agreements in order to ensure that local
production is protected and that the tariff lines on exports of other industries are not promoted at the
expense of grains and oilseeds. Local production and the protection of this remains an important focus
area in an economically sustainable system. Hard work was also done to expand local production in
order to reduce South Africa’s dependence on imports.
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Seed prices have dropped sharply.
New biotechnology (Intacta and RR2) was submitted for registration.
New, adjusted genetics were released for different regions.
New multinational seed companies became directly involved in South Africa.

The organisation is also directly involved in the government’s growth strategy for the poultry industry.
This will allow a greater demand to be created for local grains and oilseeds.

Inputs:
Sustainable production remains an important issue, and seed is an important part of this. The first
breeding and technology levy for soybeans was collected and paid out by the South African Cultivar
and Technology Agency (SACTA). We are currently in the second year of this levy. 

Benefits of this levy that can already be seen include the following:

As far as winter grains are concerned, a breeding and technology levy has been in effect for four years
for wheat and barley, and for two years for oats. Quite a number of new cultivars have already been
released since the levy was introduced. 

An application was submitted for a new levy, and it was approved for three years, which commenced
on 1 October 2020. The levy for wheat, barley and oats will amount to R30/ton for the first two years,
and then R32/ton for the third year.

Grain SA monitors the progress carefully to make sure that producers will receive the benefit of this.

A part of sustainability is the affordability of inputs. Grain SA once again seriously monitored
international and local inputs this year to make sure that local producers paid competitive prices.

The fertiliser quality monitoring process is still in place and serves as method of ensuring that
producers get what they pay for. Every producer who participates also receives a personal report on
their specific results. Results over the past three years have shown that this project definitely serves its
purpose. In 2017 the deviations in fertiliser tested were 20%, in 2018 the deviations were 16% and in
2019 they were only 14%.

Meetings were held with all the umbrella organisations, including the South African National Seed
Organisation (SANSOR), the Fertiliser Association of South Africa (Fertasa), CropLife South Africa and
the South African Agricultural Machinery Association (SAAMA), on talks
regarding the inputs, but also to explain the financial position of producers.

Seed companies were also approached individually. Grain SA supported several producers who
experienced problems with inputs, whether with regard to quality or because of actions that led to
damage for members.
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Diesel Rebate:
Except for problems with audits that the South African Revenue Services (SARS) are conducting among
producers, the diesel rebate system caused fewer problems this year. 

However, in spite of the assistance by Grain SA, many producers still experience problems with it every
month. Members are assisted in appeal processes where SARS has rejected audits on the basis of
subjective interpretations of logbook entries.

The organisation also spent considerable time on commenting on the new proposed diesel rebate
system. This was incorporated with Agri SA’s comments and was sent through to SARS and the Treasury
in the middle of March 2020. SARS provided feedback that they had received and were considering the
comments. Because of the lockdown, workshops that SARS and the Treasury wanted to arrange with
role-players did not take place in the reporting period.

Value Chain:
Grain SA is currently investigating the value chains of several crops in order to help these industries to
grow. Good collaboration and results can be seen here. These include the soybean, sorghum, ground
nut, oats and lupine industries.
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KZN Red Meat Producers Organisation
by Angus Williamson 

The past year has been one of extreme challenges for the red meat producer, but we had good rain and
we received good prices which have all bode well for a positive year. Weaner price on both beef and
lamb have remained bullish with farmers realising around R900.00 more per calf and around R200.00
more per lamb at weaning. Although the maize price has increased somewhat which normally means a
drop in weaner price, prices have remained firm. Covid remains with us along with its challenges but
has perhaps helped overall red meat consumption as more consumers have realized the value of red
meat cooked at home as apposed to eating out at restaurants. 

Stock Theft: 
Although statistics tell us that there has been a decrease in stock theft cases, the number of livestock
overall has increased which is a clear indication that syndicates are involved and not merely pot
slaughtering. There are still numerous cases that are not reported at all which dilutes the facts resulting
in a false result and leads to less support on the ground. In this regard it is imperative that ALL cases
are reported. The efforts of Freddie van Tonder need commending as his role is highly appreciated by
producers at all levels.

Stock Theft Support Project. 
KZN RPO gave back to the producers (through approved Farmers’ Associations / Sale points) by
donating a large amount for stock theft related projects.In most cases this has been used towards the
cost, installation or the upkeep /maintenance of camera networks in various areas. 

Biosecurity and Traceability: 
This remains a priority for KZN RPO. Meetings with APAC and all role players from communal and
commercial producers, to auction companies is ongoing and have all been most fruitful. Change is
uncomfortable but inevitable, if we want to grow our export footprint and reduce stock theft, we need
to embrace the measures that have been put in place. 
 
Animal Health: 
Foot and Mouth Disease has once again raised its ugly head in KZN and it is indeed something that
needs government intervention to reduce the incidence thereof. It goes without saying that the
proposed LITS system of identification will go a long way to reduce the movement of this scourge. It is
imperative that the movement of livestock be more controlled and monitored. The KZN Animal Health
Forum continues to be well represented at all levels and serves as a watch dog for diseases in the
province. It is paramount that producer’s livestock is well vaccinated for all diseases such as Brucellosis,
Anthrax and others.
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It is advised that producers avail themselves with Rift Valley Fever vaccine timeously as this is forecast
to be a problem come spring. The movement of Buffalo has unfortunately become a challenge for
certain producers albeit with the correct permits. It is feared that Corridor Disease will be around in the
not-too-distant future, which will have devastating consequences. 
Trich Testing Subsidy: 
In 2020 a total of 1 566 bulls were tested by those that claimed for the KZN RPO subsidy.

Communication:  
The Red Meat Magazine has now gone digital. The WhatsApp group communication has been well
received and is a quick and easy way of getting information to all involved in the industry. 
Unfortunately, due to the Covid pandemic, our 2021 Regional Meetings were shelved and the Royal
Show was cancelled again this year.
 
It is indeed hoped that these two events will make a welcome return next year. 

In closing, we as the mouthpiece organisation of the red meat industry, wish to thank each and every
producer for their valued support as well as for continuing to produce a product that we can be most
proud of. 
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#UnitedWeCan


